Network and Digital
Supply Chain Protection

The Next Generation of Cybersecurity
The SolarWinds attack was a pivotal moment for cybersecurity, proving
that sophisticated threat actors could breach an organization through
their trusted digital supply chain. ThreatWarrior is helping solve this
problem through advanced Digital Supply Chain Protection —
identifying known threat signatures and anomalies in your digital supply
chain, including in your other security tools.
ThreatWarrior’s Network and Digital Supply Chain Protection is
powered by multiple engines that enable you to see your entire
network, learn the behavior of everything connected to it, and act
efficiently to stop all cyber threats. While powerful on their own, the
engines work together to correlate network events and behaviors to
deliver maximum contextual intelligence.

“One day, a security tool began unexpectedly
scanning our network. It turned out to be
benign — the vendor added this functionality
in an auto-update but never informed us.
ThreatWarrior detected this anomaly when no
other tool did. This gives us the confidence
that ThreatWarrior provides a much needed
additional layer of protection over our
security supply chain.”
DAVE SUMMITT
CISO, MOFFITT CANCER CENTER
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ThreatWarrior is natively built to help you better protect your digital
supply chain. It sees and defends your homegrown applications,
devices and third-party tools. It even helps protect your other critical
software applications. The solution utilizes deep learning to determine
a baseline of normal behavior for your entire network and everything
connected to it. It leverages state-of-the-art techniques to detect
anomalies and mitigate cyber threats, going beyond the capabilities of
Bayesian machine learning, agent-based solutions, log readers, and
other legacy techniques. Put simply, our technology stops threats
others can’t.
Unlike first-generation solutions, the ThreatWarrior platform analyzes
data with more than 6 million traffic classifications and 250 protocols.
We process layer 2 through 7 data tied together with raw network
traffic, parsed protocol data, known threats and AI behavioral learning
results to provide full-context situational awareness. Our 3D Universe
visualizes this data in real time, cutting through the noise to keep your
security team ahead of cyberattacks.

Act efficiently on all threats with
automated remediation and smart
routing

Superior thereat protection via
unsupervised deep neural
networks

Identify internal and external
threats across your network and
digital supply chain

Deploys in less than 20 minutes
without agent installation or
complex configurations

See Everything, Learn Behaviors, Act Efficiently
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See everything connected to the
network while remaining invisible
Know what’s inside the wire — the
only source of truth — through
continuous deep packet inspection
Detect internal and external threats
inflight
Identify more than 30,0000 known
threat signatures in real time,
including encrypted signatures
Complete on-premises, hybrid and
public cloud visibility
Superior 3D user experience
Complete hybrid and public cloud,
IoT/OT, industrial and traditional
network visibility
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Detect changes in vendor products’
behavior and functionality
Exponential approach to deep
learning using unsupervised neural
networks
Continuously monitor and profile
normal behavior of everything on the
network and in digital supply chain
Uncover threat activity through
advanced heuristics and behavioral
monitoring
Proactively escalate severe threats
over low-priority incidents to reduce
alert fatigue and keep analysts
focused where needed
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Extensible threat score to activate
high-priority alert for critical
applications
Manual or autonomous responses to
address threats faster and more
effectively
Smart threat routing to
appropriately-skilled analysts to
ensure proper response
Proactive threat hunting capabilities
Easy integration with other tooling
including EDR, firewalls, and more
More accurately identify the signal
through the noise and reduce false
positives

Get Results in Minutes
ThreatWarrior is deployed as a SaaS-delivered virtual sensor that gives you the power to extend advanced cybersecurity
across your entire network and into your cloud. Our sensors run inside your environment on cloud components you create,
giving you complete control over your security. ThreatWarrior natively integrates with Google Cloud, AWS, Azure, any OVAcompliant hypervisor, and more.
Guided. Fast. Easy.
Deploying ThreatWarrior doesn’t require special skills or knowledge. Our guided process helps you seamlessly connect
ThreatWarrior in less than 20 minutes with easy integration into all your hybrid networks and with existing security tools.
Immediate Results
Your new sensor registers itself and, once active, illuminates blind spots, identifies security risks and compromised devices,
and immediately begins protecting your network — all without complex configurations or agent installations.
Peace of Mind
It’s that simple. Now rest assured knowing your network and digital supply chain are protected by the most accurate, powerful
cyber defense platform in the industry.

About ThreatWarrior
ThreatWarrior is the leader in Network and Digital Supply Chain Protection, stopping known and
unknown cyber threats across the network and digital supply chain. The agentless, deep learning
platform analyzes network traffic in real time to eliminate blind spots, determine security
vulnerabilities, and stop active threats across on-premises, cloud and hybrid environments.
ThreatWarrior is the first solution to combine unsupervised neural networks, continuous deep
packet inspection, behavior monitoring, network intelligence and automated response in a single
platform. Leading organizations use ThreatWarrior to see everything happening in their network and
supply chain, learn the behavior of everything communicating across their enterprise, and act
efficiently to stop threats other solutions miss.
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